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Abstract

The use of genetic genealogy techniques to identify Joseph James DeAngelo as the prime suspect in the Golden State Killer case in 2018 has opened up a new approach to investigation of cold cases. Since that breakthrough, genetic genealogy methods have been reported to be applied to around 100 cases. To date, all of these reports relate to investigations in the US, where the high uptake of “direct-to-consumer” (DTC) genetic testing by individuals conducting private ancestral research has provided the necessary publicly available data for successful forensic investigations. We have conducted a study to assess the likely effectiveness of genetic genealogy techniques if applied to investigations in the UK. Ten volunteers provided their own SNP array data, downloaded from a DTC provider of their choice. These data sets were anonymised and uploaded to the GEDmatch Genesis genealogy website, mimicking data sets from unsourced crime samples or unidentified human remains. A team of experienced genealogists then attempted to identify the donors of the anonymised data sets by working with matches on the database and identifying points where the matches’ trees intersect to determine their shared family lineages which were further investigated using traditional resources (such as birth, marriage, death and census records, social media and online family trees). Through these methods, four of the ten donors were identified, at least to the level of one of a set of siblings. This confirms that, despite the over-representation of US citizens on publicly accessible genealogy databases, there is still potential for effective use in investigations outside the US where legislation permits. One of our four identified individuals was of Indian heritage (via St Vincent and the Grenadines) highlighting that in the right circumstances individuals of non-European origin can be identified.
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Introduction

The rapid rise in prominence of genetic genealogy methods applied to forensic investigations in 2018 and 2019 has had a transformative impact on investigation of cold cases for which unsourced DNA evidence is available [1]. This investigative approach, known in various circles as investigative genetic genealogy or forensic genealogy, takes advantage of the rapidly expanding resources available to amateur genealogical researchers investigating their bio-ancestral origins and family histories. Direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic testing using high density SNP arrays has become cheap and widely available, fuelling a rapid increase in the size of searchable SNP databases held by the DTC companies and by other independent organisations, such as GEDmatch.

To utilise these resources for forensic investigations, sufficient good quality DNA assumed to originate from the perpetrator of a crime (or from unidentified remains) is needed. This requirement may limit this approach to cases where semen or relatively large bloodstains attributable to the perpetrator are available, or to bodies or body parts from which sufficient DNA can be recovered. From such samples, SNP genotype data compatible with those generated by the DTC providers must be generated. Typically, the
High density SNP arrays used for these analyses include approximately 600,000 – 730,000 SNPs, dependent on the supplier, most of which are autosomal but which often also include X and Y chromosome and mitochondrial SNPs [2]. These data can then be uploaded to a permissible genealogy database such as GEDmatch, whereupon individuals with the relevant genealogical skills are needed to conduct the required searches and pursue the genealogical investigations.

Although publicly available genetic data had previously been used to assist in cold case identifications [3–5] it was the identification of Joseph James DeAngelo as the prime suspect in the Golden State Killer case which alerted many to the potential of such investigations. DeAngelo was identified following SNP genotyping of a semen sample taken from a victim of the killer in the 1980s. The data were uploaded to the GEDmatch genetic genealogy database, and investigative work by Barbara Rae-Venter, a genetic genealogist working with the FBI, finally led to the identification of DeAngelo who was arrested and charged with first degree murder in April 2018. [6–8]

Between April 2018 and January 2019 a total of 28 cases were publicised wherein the law enforcement agencies announced identification of DNA from a suspected perpetrator with the aid of genetic genealogy [9].

These cases and a number of subsequent reports all related to crimes committed in the USA where the uptake of genetic genealogy tests by the public has been highest. Erlich et al [10] determined that nearly 60% of genealogy searches in a large database of 1.28m individuals would return a match to a relative with at least 100 cM of shared DNA, a level usually indicative of a 3rd cousin (3C) relationship or closer. However, this empirical study utilised a test set comprised of subjects already on the database and so is subject to any bias inherent in the database constitution (such as over-representation of US residents of European ancestry). In two other journalistic studies, also focussed on identification of US residents, Aldhous [11] reported that 6 out of 10 Buzzfeed employees who provided DNA results from an unspecified DTC genetic testing provider were identified following genetic genealogy investigations, and Brown [12] reported the successful identification of herself by an independent genealogist. Despite these useful investigations, the question of whether such investigative methods would yield successful results if applied to searches outside the USA (relating to (a) unidentified human remains or (b) the victims or perpetrators of crimes) remains untested. This study seeks to provide preliminary information to address this question based on a small convenience sample of ten individuals to assess the potential effectiveness of genetic genealogy methods in identifying UK residents.

Materials and Methods

Selection of subjects

Ten volunteer subjects were recruited from <information removed> staff. The primary criterion was that the individuals had privately purchased and completed a DNA ancestry/genealogy test from one of the major direct-to-consumer (DTC) providers. All volunteers were fully briefed on the project aims and potential implications of third-party scrutiny of their DNA records and associated genealogy and provided full consent. The project was also approved by our in-house ethical approval procedures. The only other criterion applied was that all subjects were UK residents with at least three years of continuous residency. The recruitment process was not intended to provide a
representative sample of the UK population, but represented a convenience sample suitable for an indicative feasibility assessment.

For each subject, sex and date of birth were recorded. Subjects also provided information on their country of birth; their own self-defined ethnicity (using United Kingdom Home Office self-defined ethnicity codes) [13]; and the country of birth and ethnicity (if known) of both of their parents and all of their grandparents.

Genetic testing by DTC providers

Genetic tests were procured from either Ancestry (Lehi, UT, USA) or 23andMe (Sunnyvale, CA, USA) by the individual volunteers using the standard UK web-based order processes. Tests were conducted between April 2016 and January 2019 using the then current SNP panels. For all seven Ancestry users, this was the Ancestry v2 chip based on the Illumina OmniExpress Plus chip with ~669,000 SNPs [14]; for two 23andMe users, this was the 23andMe v4 chip, a bespoke customised Illumina chip with ~602,000 SNPs [15]; and for one 23andMe user, this was the 23andMe v5 chip, the Illumina GSA chip with ~640,000 SNPs [16].

Upload of data to GEDmatch Genesis

All subjects downloaded their own raw DNA data files from their DTC provider. These data files were transferred to the project manager. For each subject, a new account was created on the GEDmatch website using a random user name and a generic email address unattributable to the subject. DNA SNP data from each subject was uploaded to the GEDmatch Genesis database and all uploads were changed to a privacy status of “Research” which is an option “provided primarily for artificially created research kits” [17] and which ensures that the subject's DNA will not be included in match results of other users. Following successful upload, the kit numbers generated by GEDmatch for each subject were provided to the genealogy team, enabling them to conduct the required searches. All searches were conducted using the GEDmatch Genesis beta website (which was launched on 20 December 2018). GEDmatch Genesis and GEDmatch were merged on 1st June 2019 and the website has reverted to the original GEDmatch domain name but the new Genesis features are now integrated into the website [18].

GEDmatch searching

All GEDmatch searches and subsequent genealogical investigations were conducted on a pro bono basis by a team of five highly-experienced genetic genealogists.

GEDmatch is a platform for testers who have used one DTC provider to compare their data with testers from all others, offering a number of online tools for its users, some of which are free to use while others require a small monthly subscription. The base function is a search of the kit of interest for matches across the whole available database (“One-to-many” comparison), which can be followed by detailed comparisons between a kit and each of its matches (“One-to-one” comparison, for autosomal DNA plus a specific tool for the X chromosome). Another free to use tool allows the user to see whether some of a kit's matches also match each other (“People who match both or 1 of 2 kits”), which enables networks of shared relationships to be built around the subject, and a
related subscription tool maps “Clusters” of mutually related kits. These network and
cluster building tools were the most important tools for the analysis presented here,
along with the shared cM data, as they indicated where intersections between the family
trees of the subject and matches may be found.

Following upload, “one-to-many” searches were carried out for each subject to provide
the list of 3000 closest matches in the GEDmatch database (estimated size at time of
study: 1.2 million) [19]. Population admixture proportions were estimated using the
Eurogenes K13 model [20], one of a number of admixture calculators included in the
GEDmatch toolkit. Each kit was assessed for runs of homozygosity by using the “Are
your parents related?” tool.

Genetic genealogy investigation strategy

Investigation of the identity of each subject progressed in several distinct stages:

1. Assessment of the amount of shared DNA with the top matches and the degrees
   of relationship predicted from them using the Shared cM Project tool that supplies
   ranges of known relationships observed within crowd-sourced data. The
   probabilities of predicted relationships quoted below are based on this tool. [21]
2. Identification of clusters of shared matches that might indicate a common
   ancestor (cluster analysis).
3. Examination of family trees of the top matches to identify points of intersection,
   likely to indicate common ancestors. Some matches were linked to online family
   trees but these varied in completeness and accuracy. Genealogical work using
   standard genealogical records (e.g. birth, marriage and death records, census
   records, etc.) or public domain information (e.g. online obituaries, electoral
   registers, social media etc.) followed to verify, correct and extend existing trees,
   and to build new trees from scratch where none existed.
4. Following identification of possible common ancestors, trees were built forward in
time from them to identify candidates for the person of interest fitting the profiles
   of gender, age, circumstantial evidence, and other information.

The pilot study ended at the beginning of June 2019 and all the profiles were then
deleted from GEDmatch.

Results

Subjects

The ten volunteer subjects included six males and four females aged between 22 and
56. Seven were born in England or Wales with parents and grandparents also declared
as White British from the UK. One was born in England to a Chilean father and English
mother, although declared her father's and paternal grandfather’s ethnicity as White
British (reported as members of a British expatriate community in Chile). One was born
in England to parents and grandparents of Indian ethnicity who had been resident in St
Vincent and the Grenadines. One was born in Romania to Romanian parents and
grandparents.
Table 1. Details of the ten volunteer subjects. Ethnicity is defined using the United Kingdom Home Office self-defined ethnicity codes [13]; W1=British; W2=Irish; W9=Any other white background (other than British, Irish or Gypsy/Irish traveller); A1=Indian

One-to-Many matches

One-to-many comparison searches were conducted for each subject. Outcomes are summarised in table two, with matches categorised by the total shared cM of DNA between the subject and the nearest matches. A greater amount of shared DNA is indicative of a closer relationship between the subject and the matched sample. One subject ("AW") was identified as having two close relatives (likely to be a parent or child, and a sibling) on the GEDmatch database. Two subjects had closest matches in the 80-500 cM range, suggestive of second or third cousin (2C-3C) relationships and a further three had closest matches with 50-80 cM shared, suggestive of 3C-4C. The remaining four subjects had no matches sharing more than 50 cM although, along with all other subjects, had several or many (up to 859) more distant matches in the 20-50 cM range suggestive of 4C or more distant relationships.
Table 2. Summary of one-to-many searches. For each subject, the numbers of close matches in each cM range is shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range cM</th>
<th>Subject 1</th>
<th>Subject 2</th>
<th>Subject 3</th>
<th>Subject 4</th>
<th>Subject 5</th>
<th>Subject 6</th>
<th>Subject 7</th>
<th>Subject 8</th>
<th>Subject 9</th>
<th>Subject 10</th>
<th>Likely relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>~3570</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Parent or child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200-3300</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Sibling (full)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200-2200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Half siblings, aunts, uncles, grandparents/children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550-1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1C ~ 1C removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>approx 2C~3C or 1C removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>approx 3C~4C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>approx 4C or more distant (could be closer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>approx 5C or more distant (could be closer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Time spent on identification investigations

The genealogical team spent 2-3 hours on a triage analysis of each kit to judge its likely chances of success. 5 kits with low matches were judged as requiring potentially over 100 hours of work to identify distant cousins of the matches and these were not pursued, although a start was made in some cases. In total some 200-300 hours were put in by the genealogical team on pursuing the 5 cases judged most promising, including reporting and team meetings. The quickest case was solved in around 3 hours, while more complex ones needed between 50-100 hours to solve. The genealogical team were aware that the targets were associated with <information removed>, but had no staff list to work from so that the identifications of the targets’ names had to arise out of the genealogical tracing.

Outcomes of identification investigations

Following the initial one-to-many matching, a degree of triage was applied with further investigations focussed mainly on those individuals with closer nearest matches. The results for all subjects are discussed below starting with the four subjects who were identified by the investigation either by name, or as one of a set of named siblings. In the following descriptions, initials in quotation marks (e.g. “AW”) refer to the false identities assigned to the ten subjects under investigation, and other initials (e.g. AD) refer to real individuals identified as matches or likely relatives of those subjects during the investigations.

Subject 1 (assigned initials “AW”)

One parent/child match and one sibling match were identified on GEDmatch making this the most straightforward identification case. Cross-referencing of recent electoral registers and birth, marriage and death indexes enabled a candidate family group to be identified. The person of interest “AW” was identified as one of two twin brothers. The investigation did not identify whether these twins were monozygotic or dizygotic which would have implications for any further DNA identification testing were this a real investigative case. There was a third brother who could be eliminated as being “AW”, as
he also had a genetic profile in GEDmatch matching in the expected sibling range to “AW”.

Subject 3 (assigned initials “SA”)

There was a good top match at 125 cM to an individual called AD, predicting approximately 85% probability of being 3C or closer to “SA”, allowing the descendants of common great-great-grandparents to be targeted in the search. AD’s paternal side was eliminated by an identified close match not shared with “SA”, supported by a small but likely significant 13 cM X chromosome match between AD and “SA”, suggesting that the connection may be found on both persons' maternal trees (since, both being male, they had received X chromosomes only from their mothers). The shared matches for the two gave no further clear leads: for example, one promising shared match, JB, appeared likely to connect to AD through an unknown parent, meaning this parental connection would need to be solved before the connection to AD and “SA” could be solved in turn.

A genealogical search strategy was adopted constructing a tree forwards in time to identify all descendants of AD’s maternal great-great-grandparent couples. The search was limited to living male descendants whose immediate ancestor in the tree was their mother, and so could have shared X chromosome segments with AD (ruling out any male to male descents) to identify candidates to be “SA” or candidates for targeted testing to find closer relatives. This led to candidate siblings, one of whom was Subject 3, whose tree intersected with AD’s tree at two points, sharing two of AD’s great-great-grandparent couples. The candidate siblings were younger than AD, making them 2C1R (second cousins one removed) to AD along two routes, therefore double 2C1R to AD (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Tree of recent ancestry of “SA”. “SA” and his closest match AD are second
cousins once removed (2C1R) twice, because each descends from two ancestral
couples due to marriages between two pairs of siblings. Names have been changed.

Subject 9 (assigned initials “AJ”)

The top match for “AJ” (364 cM – likely between 2C-1C1R) was identifiable from
GEDmatch as KW, resident in High Wycombe, UK and related to members of a
community of Indo-Vincentians (people from St Vincent and the Grenadines of Indian
origin). “AJ” was correctly identified as Subject 9, and was closely related to a number of
people in the St Vincent and Grenadines Indian community in the UK, who are
descended from 19th century Indian indentured settlers in St Vincent, named B and K,
and whose network of family and social relationships and online family trees gave the
clues that led to identifying the female subject. Although the identification was
successful, the genealogists had cautioned that they could not guarantee they had
identified all the descendants of B and K who might fit the profile because the relevant
birth, marriage and death records in St Vincent are not accessible from the UK. They
suggested that identifying Subject 9’s mother, who is also likely to be descended from
the founding couple, would help to corroborate the identification. Subject 9 was more
distantly related to her matches through her identified paternal line than predicted from
the amount of shared DNA, likely due to pedigree collapse through endogamy,
increasing observed levels of shared DNA across the family network, causing the search
to be broadened to include more distant relatives of the matches who were also
descended from the founder couple.

Subject 10 (assigned initials “JB”)

The top match at 53 cM was not especially close, with an approximately 50-60%
possibility of being related to “JB” as 4C or closer, and the other matches were likely to
be more distant. The closest match, AR, was identifiable as a resident of Aberdeenshire,
Scotland, with her paternal ancestry from the Shetland Islands and maternal from north-
east Scotland.

Several other close matches with “JB” were also Shetlanders or had recent ancestors
(up to grandparents) from Shetland. A 5000-person tree was constructed for the
Shetland cluster, drawing upon some very well constructed and referenced trees made
available publicly by family historians with a deep knowledge of Shetland communities.

“JB” had a large cluster of matches indicating an ancestor from the Shetland Islands,
who could be a parent, grandparent or great-grandparent. This community is
endogamous so the matches within the cluster share several sets of ancestors in
common. Mapping the intersections of the shared relationships between clusters of
matches allowed modelling of the places on the trees under construction where “JB”
could be. “JB” had more distant matches with non-Shetlanders, which were assumed to
represent one side of his ancestry (paternal or maternal), and marriages on the tree
between Shetlanders and non-Shetlanders were identified and profiled. The
identification was made when one of the Shetland match’s trees intersected with a non-
Shetland match’s tree, which turned out to be on Subject 10’s mother’s side and from
Yorkshire, the father’s side being the Shetland side of the family. Through this route, “JB”
was identified as probably being one of three brothers. One of these siblings was
Subject 10. There was also a sister who can be eliminated on the assumption that the
target person is male.

Two further subjects (5 and 8) had promising matches likely to be at the 3C-4C level but
in neither case could informative trees be developed and neither subject was identified.

Subject 5 (assigned initials “MM”)

Three top matches shared 50-80 cM which suggested that identification might be
possible. However, “MM” was not identified, but the 69 cM shared with the top match,
WB, indicated an approximately 75% chance that the ancestors in common with that top
match were 3C or closer, and just a 5% chance that the relationship was 4C or more
distant. Therefore, the ancestors in common were likely to be within WB’s 8 pairs of
great-great-grandparents. This considerably limited the pool of potential persons to be
“MM”. There seemed a strong likelihood that “MM” was Welsh, or might be the child of
Welsh parents. However, there was also a possibility of endogamy in these Welsh family
trees which would make the relationship more distant than predicted.

Subject 8 (assigned initials “BM”)

“BM” had two matches with just over 50 cM shared DNA and who could be identified.
These matches were likely to be 3C-4C and there were good chances of capturing 100%
of the potential ancestors in common. However, neither match had available trees and
neither match shared X-DNA with “BM”. Most of the other matches were too distant to
make successful searching likely.

The remaining four subjects (Subject 2, 4, 6 and 7) were the least promising with no
matches sharing more than 50 cM. For all four of these individuals, cluster analysis and,
where appropriate, some preliminary investigations of ancestral trees were conducted
but in no cases could substantial headway be made to indicate the identity of the
subjects. Relationships between 4th cousins (4C) imply common ancestors among 16
great-great-great-grandparental couples and a typical person may not be able to identify
all of their ancestors at this level, leaving blocked lines on their trees and the possibility
that the common ancestors of interest can be on those blocked lines. Consequently,
match lists with the closest matches at likely 4C distance present poor chances for
successful identification. Summaries of the reported results for these four cases are
shown below.

Subject 2 (assigned initials “JS”)

The top genetic matches to “JS” were predicted to be no closer than 4C, and were likely
in many cases to be more distant than that. None of the top matches were matches to
each other so they were likely to converge with “JS” on different lines several
generations back, making identifying a small pool of candidates to profile challenging.

Subject 4 (assigned initials “SE”)

The top matches were all more than 80% likely to be no closer than 4C, with no
clustering or trees to go on for further analysis.
Subject 6 (assigned initials “GP”)

The top genetic matches to “GP” were predicted to be no closer than 4C, and were likely in many cases to be more distant than that. “GP” may have a recent ancestor with Ukrainian Jewish ancestry, but it was not possible to quantify how recently that ancestor lived.

Subject 7 (assigned initials “AB”)

The top matches to AB were particularly low, with only a 12% or less chance of any of them being at the 3C level, and most were likely to be more distant than 4C. This rendered the possibility of identifying ancestors in common between AB and his matches remote. Some clusters of matches offered prospects for research as they have closely related family clusters of their own with trees, but as their relationships to AB were likely very distant, any reconstructed trees were likely to be partial up to the necessary degree of ancestry and may not have included the ancestors in common.

Discussion

The success of genetic genealogy methods in identifying victims and perpetrators of crime in the United States has been widely reported and is of significant interest to other jurisdictions. Whilst there are undoubtedly significant ethical and legislative hurdles and considerations to address, which in some jurisdictions may prevent such approaches being considered, there are also practical questions regarding the applicability of the method outside of the US.

We have provided some preliminary data to demonstrate the efficacy of the method in identifying UK residents. The demonstration that four out of a convenience sample of ten volunteers could be identified either by name, or as one of a set of siblings, is a useful indicator that the predominance of US individuals on GEDmatch and other genealogical databases does not preclude successful identification of individuals from outside the US.

Although GEDmatch does not publish the composition of their database by country of origin, co-founder Curtis Rogers has confirmed that "our number one users are in the United States, then Canada, then England, and then Australia" [22]. Although it is difficult to source reliable data on the proportion of US, Canadian and Australian residents with British ancestral origins it is evident that significant numbers of all of these nationals will have British ancestry and are likely to have living relatives in the UK. Of all countries other than the US, it seems likely that residents of the UK will be amongst those with the highest chance of having relatives present on GEDmatch or other permissible databases whether those relatives are currently resident in the UK or elsewhere. In this context, it is notable, although not statistically significant, that the subject in our study with Romanian ancestry generated no matches sharing more than 50 cM and no clustering or existing trees to give grounds for a successful identification. Without more detailed knowledge of the demographic composition of GEDmatch or other databases it is hard to predict the effectiveness of such searching methods if applied to residents of other countries although it seems likely that residents of European countries with higher representation in the US population, such as Germany and Ireland, may be most likely to lead to successful identifications.
The identification of one individual of Indian origin in our sample set is noteworthy in that it demonstrates that, in the right circumstances, searches for individuals of non-European origin can be successful. In this example (subject 9, from a small Indo-Vincentian population), and in the case of subject 10, whose family originated from Shetland (an island group 170km north of the Scottish mainland), the investigations were significantly assisted by well-documented genealogical records and family trees developed for these localised populations by interested historians and genealogists. Both of these individuals are now resident in the south of England, far from the geographical origins of the population groups which led to their identification, again highlighting that in a forensic investigation it is hard to predict any likelihood of successful identification without at least an initial triage and review of matches and cluster information.

The small size of this sample, and the possibility of bias introduced by selecting subjects from employees of a scientific services company who may fall into socio-economic groups more likely to have relatives who have also carried out such tests, precludes any extrapolation of the success rates obtained here to predict likely success in the UK population at large. In this respect we also acknowledge that subject 1 was aware that his parent and brother had already carried out such testing prior to this study, but his inclusion in the volunteer sample set was not influenced by this prior knowledge as we accepted all volunteers meeting our three year residency criteria.

The small sample set also precludes any further interpretation of the observation that all four of the identified subjects were tested by Ancestry whereas the three subjects tested by 23andMe remained unidentified.

The study reported here was completed prior to the change to GEDmatch’s Terms of Service and Privacy Policy which has significantly altered the landscape for genetic genealogy searching, at least in the near future. In May 2018, following the initial reports of successful searches in the Golden State Killer case, GEDmatch amended their previously non-specific Terms of Service and Privacy Policy conditions to specifically allow law enforcement usage but only to “(1) identify a perpetrator of a violent crime against another individual; or (2) identify remains of a deceased individual” [23]. “Violent crime” is defined here as homicide or sexual assault. However, in May 2019 the policy was again changed, this time requiring that users “opt-in” if they consent to their DNA data to be used for Law Enforcement purposes [24]. All current users at that time were therefore automatically set as “opted-out” of law enforcement searches effectively reducing the sample set available for such searching from ~1.2 million to zero at that point. Since then, it is reported that about 200,000 users have opted in to the LE option (by December 2019) [25], but clearly the overall efficacy of investigative genetic genealogy is highly dependent on the available data set and at present the results described in this study will not be representative of LE searches of the much smaller dataset now available through GEDmatch. In December 2019 GEDmatch was purchased by the forensic genomics company Verogen, who have announced plans to add new features to improve the functionality of the database and to make the database more secure. Following the purchase, all EU users were opted out of LE matching and had to re-consent to comply with GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation). In the short term this will further reduce the potential utility of the database for law enforcement agencies in the EU [26].
Although to date the majority of reported successful searches have utilised GEDmatch, other options are available to counterbalance this reduced access to GEDmatch data. In January 2019 another DTC company FamilyTreeDNA (FTDNA) announced that it was now testing samples for the FBI and allowing them to upload profiles to its database [27]. FTDNA currently allows US law enforcement agencies to register for uploads and considers work with non-US agencies on a case-by-case basis [28]. Another company, Othram Inc, which specialises in whole-genome sequencing for forensic purposes, launched a new database in December called DNA Solves that allows users to upload their data to help solve crimes and identify victims [26,29].

In summary, this demonstration of the effectiveness of investigative genetic genealogy provides the initial evidence needed by regulatory bodies outside the US to prompt further consideration of the ethical and regulatory frameworks to enable safe and socially-acceptable introduction of investigative genetic genealogy with appropriate regard for privacy and data security issues. This can facilitate the introduction of this valuable investigative approach to assist in the identification of unidentified human remains as well as the victims and perpetrators of crime in the UK and elsewhere.
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